Place Your Order Now for Fall Planting

LYMAN CARRIER

TELLS HOW TO HAVE PERFECT TURF

Guaranteed Products

Lyman Carrier's
cocoos
The coming putting green grass. The last word in fine turf. Just a little bit in advance of the times. Place your order now for fall seeding.

Lyman Carrier's
WASHINGTON strain of creeping bent is a turf-forming grass which spreads by runners which creep over the ground. This is the original Washington strain. Order now.

Lyman Carrier's
POA BULBOSA — The wintergreen grass of the Southland. Makes the ideal turf for putting green surfaces in the South. Stays green all winter. In heavy demand.

Lyman Carrier's
LECCO — The complete grass food. Starve the weeds and feed the grass. Say goodbye to the Compost File and "Brown Patch." The country's predominating fertilizer.

Granger, Indiana

Lyman Carrier

EXPERT ADVICE GIVEN BY MR. CARRIER ON ALL TURF PROBLEMS—WRITE TODAY

COMPLETE INFORMATION AND PRICE LIST OF ANY GUARANTEED PRODUCT SENT ON REQUEST

In Use at the Leading Clubs

Supplants Ammonium Sulphate

Lecco advances turf years ahead of natural improvement and eliminates Brown Patch, weeds and clovers.

Granger, Indiana

Granger, Indiana

The famous 12th at El Caballero, Reseda, Calif. Cocoos bent planted from seed and fed with Lecco, the complete grass food.